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Welcome to Medieval Tallinn! 
 
The heart of Tallinn is its Medieval Old Town, a fairytale neighborhood of gabled 
houses, Gothic spires and cobblestone streets that dates in the 13th-16th centuries, 
the days when this was a thriving, Hanseatic trade centre. Tallinn´s Old Town is on 
the UNESCO´s list of World Heritage Site as an exceptionally complete and well-
preserved example of a Medieval northern European trading city. 
Tallinn is a fantastic place to experience in each season. In summer the city positively 
bursts with life, both the crisp, colorful autumn and the warm, fresh spring offer their 
own natural charms. Seasons and Estonian pure nature also influence the fine food 
and flavours that can be enjoyed in several fine restaurants in Tallinn.  
 

Programme       

  

Wednesday  18.01.2023 

Day trip to Medieval Tallinn 
09:30               Katajanokka Harbour (Viking Line Terminal) 
                        Your tour to Tallinn starst from Katajanokka Harbour of Helsinki.  
                        Katajanokanlaituri 8 (Mastokatu 1) 00160 Helsinki 
                        You need to provide yourself transportation to get there in time. Two tram routes take you easily  
                        from city centre to the Katajanokka Harbour. Also taxis are available.  
 
 
                        You are meeting Media Tour dispatcher with the sign: 
                        “Discover Finland-Estonia-Sweden Media Tours 2023”. You have received reservation codes to  
 your email and you will get your boarding cards for both ways at the harbour registration. 
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You will share the cabin with other participants from this tour in both ways. Each cabin has 4 
pax. 

 . 
 
 10:00               Brunch at Viking Line Buffet. Enjoy a wide selection of Finnish Breakfast delicacies – both  
 hot and cold. 
 
10:30 Ferry departs to Tallinn.  
   
13:00 Arrival in Tallinn 
 City tour  
 
16:00 Time to get back to Tallinn harbour and get onboard to Helsinki 
 Address: AS Tallinna Sadam, Sadama 25, 15051 Estonia 
                          Boarding to Viking XPRS 
17:00 Departure of Viking XPRS to Helsinki 
 
19:30 Viking XPRS arrives back to Helsinki 
  

 Your tour ends at the Katajanokka Harbour of Helsinki. You need to provide your 
transportation to the city center by yourself. 

 

Note We need your passport number and your name as it is written in your passport 
(or European Union Identity Card) for the Boarding Passes. Estonia is part of the 
Schengen countries. If you are not having European Union citizenship you need 
to have Schengen visa to enter in Estonia. 

 

Cancellation policy  

  

 The Organizer reserves the right to collect no-show fee of 250 euros + VAT of the 

 registered buyer in case of non-attendance in the Summer Fun Workshop   

 Day or prebooked pre or post tours. The participant must contact the Organizer at  

 the latest 30.12.2022 via e-mail: vivian.li@toolboxtravel.fi 


